
CELESTIAL BASH
SPACE FOR EVERYONE
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 10, 2022

Welcome to Celestial Bash! 
Tonight, the entire museum is yours to explore. Relive 
the history of the Apollo and Gemini missions in 
Mission Moon, create a masterpiece in our Community 
Star Studio, relax under the Grainger Sky Theater dome 
as breathtaking space visualizations transport you to 
other worlds, or take in the iconic Chicago skyline as 
you dance the night away.

Grainger Lounge 
Grainger Sky Theater | Upper Level
Stop by to relax and unwind with comfortable seating, 
cosmic music, and a dome filled with stunning space 
imagery, including the latest discoveries from Earth’s 
newest space telescope, the JWST.

Red Rover
Our Solar System Gallery | Upper Level
A design studio on wheels. Create your own spacecraft 
and examine the terrains of Mars.

Astronomy Conversations
Space Visualization Lab | Lower Level 
Ask astronomers Geza Gyuk and Caitlin Witt everything 
you’ve ever wanted to know about black holes, aliens, 
the JWST, and space topics from here to the end of the 
universe. 

Atwood Sphere
Chicago’s Night Sky | Lower Level 
Chicago’s oldest planetarium. Ride into the Atwood 
with Adler’s VP of Science Engagement, Laura Trouille, 
and experience the night sky over Chicago as it 
appeared in 1913.

Far Horizons
Chicago’s Night Sky | Lower Level  
Get to know the world’s first high-altitude balloon light 
pollution mapping system. The system, designed and 
flown with the help of our teens and volunteers, has 
collected nearly 100,000 nighttime images of urban 
areas from the stratosphere. Explore the effects of 
nighttime lighting on urban ecology and the human 
experience.

Skywatch Live!
Space Theater | Lower Level 
7:30 pm, 8:30 pm, and 9:30 pm
In this live stargazing experience, guests will learn 
about what planets and constellations can be found in 
the autumn night sky over Chicago. 

Community Star Studio
Chicago’s Night Sky | Lower Level 
Get creative with Chicago visual artist, educator, and 
cultural historian, Verónica Casado Hernández. This 
summer, Verónica led special Wednesday-night 
programming to explore the connections between art 
and science with guests of all ages. 

Look Up with Us
Doane Observatory & Observation Terrace
Lower Level 
8:00 pm−9:45 pm
What’s in the sky over Chicago? See for yourself with 
our public observing teams! Look through small 
telescopes on the terrace or visit the Doane 
Observatory and see the sky though the largest 
publicly-accessible telescope in the midwest. 

Thank you to all of our generous supporters 
including our Board of Trustees and our 2022 
Corporate Award recipient, United Scrap Metal.
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